Costa Mediterranea
United Arab Emirates, Oman
9 February, Dubai
ITINERARY
DATE

PORT

ARRIVAL

DEPARTURE

02/09

Dubai

-

0000

02/10

Dubai

0000

1400

02/11

Muscat

0900

0000

02/12

Muscat

0000

0100

02/13

Sir Bani Yas Island

0900

1800

02/14

Abu Dhabi

0800

-

AVAILABLE EXCURSIONS
Dubai - 10/02/2019
024K DUBAI FROM HIGH
6201 DUBAI TOUR
6204 SAND DUNE ADVENTURE IN A 4X4 VEHICLE
6220 PREMIUM — HELICOPTER FLIGHT OVER DUBAI CITY
6225 PANORAMIC TOUR OF DUBAI AND SHOPPING
6699 PANORAMIC VIEW OF DUBAI'S SKYSCRAPERS, AND A VISIT TO THE AQUARIUM
6722 PREMIUM TOUR DUBAI BY SEAPLANE, SNAPSHOT (short version)
Muscat - 11/02/2019
6260 PREMIUM - HIGHLIGHTS OF MUSCAT AND NAKHL
000Y Hop On, Hop Off Muscat City Tour
00K8 MYSTICAL MUSCAT AND RELAXING AT A RESORT
00KA BEAUTIFUL MUSCAT AND ITS FRAGRANCES
00KB RELAX IN THE SUN AND SHOPPING IN MUSCAT
6011 MYSTICAL MUSCAT
6012 GLIDING OVER THE WATERS OF OMAN ON BOARD A DHOW
6013 NIZWA AND THE FORT OF JABRIN
6014 THRILLING EXCURSION WITH AN ENCOUNTER WITH DOLPHINS
6016 OFF-ROAD VEHICLE ADVENTURE TO THE WADI BANI KHALID
6878 UNSPOILT OMAN: EXPLORING THE WADI AL ARBEIEEN IN A 4X4 VEHICLE
Sir Bani Yas Island - 13/02/2019
01K8 KAYAKING THROUGH THE MANGROVES
01KE JEEP SAFARI THROUGH THE ISLAND'S NATURE RESERVE
01OS MANGROVE KAYAKING - single
Abu Dhabi - 14/02/2019
024F LOUVRE AND SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF ABU DHABI, HERITAGE VILLAGE
024I SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF ABU DHABI
6191 ABU DHABI: THE CAPITAL OF THE ARAB EMIRATES AMIDST TRADITION AND MODERNITY
6193 IN A 4X4 AMIDST THE DESERT DUNES
6197 THE BEST OF ABU DHABI AND A LUNCH FIT FOR A SHEIKH AT THE EMIRATES PALACE
6570 PREMIUM - THE GRAND MOSQUE AND DINNER FIT FOR A SH
6809 AL MAYA: THE EXOTIC ISLAND FOR A DAY OF RELAXATION
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6810 FERRARI WORLD: A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN ABU DHABI
6711 AN UNFORGETTABLE AFTERNOON AMIDST THE DUNES AND DINNER IN THE DESERT
6717 ABU DHABI 2030: NEW HORIZONS AND AFTERNOON EXCURSION TO THE GRAND MOSQUE
6718 ABU DHABI AND FERRARI WORLD: A DAY TO ENJOY YOURSELF
6238 A TASTE OF MODERN ABU DHABI: ENGLISH TEA AT THE ETIHAD TOWERS
02K2 ARABIAN NIGHT: DESERT SAFARI AND OVERNIGHT IN A LUXURY CAMP, SGL ROOM
02K3 ARABIAN NIGHT: DESERT SAFARI AND OVERNIGHT IN A LUXURY CAMP, SGL ROOM
0004 EXPERIENCE - DESERT SAFARI BY JEEP AND CAMEL
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Dubai
DUBAI FROM HIGH
Description
An excursion entirely dedicated to the Burj Khalifa skyscraper: we climb to the 124th floor with the fastest lift in the world to enjoy
breathtaking views over the city and indulge in some shopping in one of the largest shopping malls in the world.
What we will see
●

Burj Khalifa skyscraper

●

At the Top observation deck

●

Panoramic views of the city

●

Augmented reality digital telescopes

●

Shopping at Dubai Mall

What we will do
●

Our excursion starts at the Burj Khalifa skyscraper, the tallest building in the world and the centrepiece of a lively district of
hotels, shops and all kinds of other attractions.

●

From the reception, we reach the 124th floor with a stratospheric lift ride that climbs 18 metres a second holding the global
speed record and access the At the Top observation deck where large glass panes overlook the centre of Dubai.

●

From the top of the skyscraper at 450 metres high we admire the spectacular 360° views over the city with its incredible
skyline, desert and ocean. We do not miss the chance to have some fun with the special digital telescopes providing virtual
journeys in the past and future.

●

We go back to the ground floor where we have some free time to shop at the Dubai Mall, one of the largest shopping centres
in the world, and wander around luxury boutiques, restaurants and attractions.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

024K

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 80.00

EUR 56.00

Type
Sightseeing

Good for shopping

Dubai
DUBAI TOUR
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Description
Dubai, the second largest of the seven emirates, is an extraordinary blend of East and West, a rich potpourri of eastern charm and
western modernity ready to be discovered on this fascinating tour
What we will see
●

Burj Al Arab

●

Jumeirah Mosque

●

Al Bastakiya

●

Al Fahidi Fort

●

Abra boat ride

●

Spice Souk

●

Gold Souk

What we will do
●

The first stop on our tour takes us outside the famous Burj Al Arab hotel, where we can take incredible photos of its distinctive
sail-shaped structure.

●

We then board the coach again and head for the Jumeirah mosque, a stunning example of Islamic architecture that we can
immortalise in unforgettable photos.

●

In complete contrast with what we have just seen, our coach then takes us to the Al Bastakiya district, an area that has
preserved the historic heritage of the time when oil was first struck. The walls of the houses still enclose charming gardens
where we can still catch a glimpse of decorations which once lavishly adorned them. The most intriguing part of these places is
the presence of so-called barjeel towers: wind towers that rise above the rooftops channelling wind to the gardens and rooms
below for cooling. These towers have become a symbol of the district.

●

Another noteworthy attraction in this area is the Al Fahidi fort that dates back to the 18th century and is now home to the
Dubai Museum.

●

We then leave our coach to cross the distinctive Dubai Creek on an abra, a wooden boat used as a kind of river taxi, to visit
the spice market.

●

Our last stop will be the immense Gold Souk where we can find exquisite pieces of jewellery cheaper than anywhere else in
the world.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6201

4 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 50.00

EUR 35.00

Type
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Cultural

Good for shopping

Recommended to
families

Dubai
SAND DUNE ADVENTURE IN A 4X4 VEHICLE
Description
An excursion to explore life in the desert, amidst ever-changing dunes and a traditional Bedouin camp
What we will see
●

Dubai Desert

●

Bedouin camp

●

Camel ride

What we will do
●

On this exciting excursion we experience the thrill of climbing up and down the peaks and troughs of sand dunes on powerful
4x4vehicles driven by desert safari experts.

●

We stop at a Bedouin camp in the desert to savour a delicious Arab coffee accompanied by delicious dates, dried fruit and
fruit juices.

●

During our stop, we also have the opportunity to experience the excitement of a ride on camelback or to climb up and down
the peaks and troughs of steep sand dunes.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6204

4 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 85.00

EUR 59.50

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Fun

Sports Lovers

Refreshments
included

Dubai
PREMIUM — HELICOPTER FLIGHT OVER DUBAI CITY
Description
The perfect way to enjoy a complete panoramic view of Dubai and its intricate infrastructure; a helicopter tour for an incredible and
unforgettable experience
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What we will see
●

Helicopter flight

●

Union Square

●

Emirates Towers

●

Burj Khalifa

●

Palm Jumeirah

●

Burj Al Arab Hotel

●

The World

●

Dubai Marine Beach

●

Mall of the Emirates

What we will do
●

After a short transfer, we board the helicopter to be delighted with breathtaking views of Dubai from above.

●

After take-off, we fly over some of the magnificent skyscrapers and other engineering feats for which Dubai is famous: Union
Square, the Emirates Towers, the Burj Khalifa skyscraper, the tallest in the world, the famous and picturesque Palm Jumeirah,
the 7-star Burj Al Arab hotel, the artificial archipelago The World, the Dubai Marine Beach coastline and the Mall of the
Emirates shopping centre.

●

After a short flight, we return to Port Rashid.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6220

1 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 220.00

EUR 220.00

Type
Sightseeing

Fun

Most wanted

Meal not included

Dubai
PANORAMIC TOUR OF DUBAI AND SHOPPING
Description
A panoramic tour of the main places of interest in Dubai with some time to relax and to do some shopping
What we will see
●

Jumeirah Mosque

●

Burj Al Arab Hotel
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●

Souk Madinat Jumeirah

●

Mall of the Emirates

●

Dubai Mall

What we will do
●

Our tour will start with a stop in front of Jumeirah Mosque, a magnificent example of modern Islamic architecture, where we
can take some photos.

●

Our photo album of Dubai would not be complete without some pictures of the distinctive Burj Al Arab hotel, famous across
the world for its unique sail shape design.

●

Next we satisfy our shopping cravings with the following stops: the Souk Madinat Jumeirah for some traditional shopping; the
Mall of the Emirates and the Dubai Mall, colossal shopping centres where we can find a vast array of items from all over the
world.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6225

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 55.00

EUR 38.50

Type
Sightseeing

Good for shopping

Dubai
PANORAMIC VIEW OF DUBAI'S SKYSCRAPERS, AND A VISIT TO THE AQUARIUM
Description
An excursion to admire various aspects of the futuristic city of Dubai, amidst breathtaking skyscrapers, huge aquariums and avantgarde shopping centres
What we will see
●

Dubai Marina

●

Burj Al Arab Hotel

●

Burj Khalifa

●

Dubai Aquarium & Underwater Zoo

●

Shopping centre

What we will do
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●

Our excursion will begin in the district of Dubai Marina, where we can admire the view of over 250 skyscrapers, hotels and
resorts along a 3.5 km stretch which is effectively a city within the city.

●

We then move on to the Burj Al Arab, the tallest hotel in the world, located on an artificial island, where we will be able to take
some stunning photographs.

●

The next stage of our tour will take us to the Burj Khalifa which offers unforgettable views. The Burj Khalifa is the tallest
skyscraper in the world and is the centrepiece of a lively district of hotels, shops and all kinds of other entertainment
attractions.

●

Our visit to the skyscraper will begin at the reception on the ground floor with a multimedia presentation on the fascinating
history of Dubai and the Burj Khalifa.

●

From the reception, we take an exhilarating ride in the lift at a speed of 10 metres per second, up to the 124th floor where
we can admire the 360° panoramic view of the city, the desert and the ocean.

●

After this incredible experience, we are plunged into another incredible experience, a world of fantastic colours and
spectacular creatures: the Dubai Aquarium & Underwater Zoo at Dubai Mall, where we have the opportunity to see over
33,000 different aquatic species. Awarded the Guinness World Record for the largest acrylic panel in the world, this
aquarium, which has a capacity of 10 million litres of water, is home to one of the most comprehensive collections of marine
life, including tiger sharks, beautiful sting rays and vast numbers of multi-coloured tropical fish.

●

We will walk along the 48-metre long aquarium gallery, exploring 36 tanks with three different natural environments.

●

We will end our visit with a shopping spree in the region's biggest shopping centre.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

Places are limited, so please reserve early.

●

●

This tour is not refundable, even in case of illness or medical condition certified by a medical certificate.
All guests taking part in this excursion must leave their luggage outside the cabin according to their disembarkation time
(check the Diario di Bordo).

●

Hand luggage deposit is available on board.

●

This excursion is reserved to all the guests who will not disembark in Dubai and to disembarking guests with the flight after
6pm from Dubai Airport.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6699

4 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 105.00

EUR 73.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Costa Mediterranea - United Arab Emirates, Oman
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Meal not included

Dubai
PREMIUM TOUR DUBAI BY SEAPLANE, SNAPSHOT (short version)
Description
It is not every day that we can admire the beauty of a city from a height of 1,500 feet, but this seaplane tour will offer us a unique
opportunity to enjoy incredible views and take some amazing photos of Dubai
What we will see
●

Seaplane tour

●

Dubai Marina

●

Palm Jumeirah

●

Burj Al Arab Hotel

●

Atlantis Hotel

●

Burj Khalifa

●

Dubai Creek

●

Port Rashid

●

The World

What we will do
●

Our exciting excursion will take us to a height of 1,500 feet to soar over the wonderful Dubai landscape and relish a new,
once-in-a-lifetime experience.
We fly in a Cessna 208 Caravan, a 9-seater seaplane with all the modern comforts: Luxury leather seats with an exceptional
view thanks to the large side windows, and an air conditioning system that cools the entire cabin.
Our exciting air adventure begins in the sea as we take off from the waters of the Dubai Creek.
As soon as we take-off on our 20-minute seaplane tour we are thrilled with wonderful aerial views from a privileged viewpoint
as we fly over the wonderful skyscrapers and engineering feats that characterize Dubai: the recently-built residential district of
Dubai Marina (completed in 2006), the famous and scenic Palm Jumeirah, the 7-star Burj Al Arab hotel, the spectacular
Atlantis hotel, the Burj Khalifa skyscraper (the tallest in the world), the historic Dubai Creek, Port Rashid and the artificial "The
World" archipelago.

●

The excursion is not guided. The pilot will escort and provide you with assistance.

●

The number of places for this excursion is limited; it is recommended, therefore, to book early.

●

Do not forget to bring the photocopy of your passport or your I.D. with you.

●

You must be in good physical condition.

●

The excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

It is recommended to wear comfortable, casual attire and comfortable shoes.

Costa Mediterranea - United Arab Emirates, Oman
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●

A briefing will be provided before take-off.

●

Children under 4 years old, guests on a wheelchair and pregnant women cannot participate.

●

We cannot garantee the places on the same hydroplane to families.

●

Time departure and meeting points will be communicated to guests directly to the cabin by letter.

●

Also due to sickness problems and medical certificate the excursion is not refundable.

●

This tour is not refundable, even in case of illness or medical condition certified by a medical certificate.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6722

1 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 215.00

EUR 183.00

Type
Sightseeing

Fun

Muscat
PREMIUM - HIGHLIGHTS OF MUSCAT AND NAKHL
Description
PREMIUM - HIGHLIGHTS OF MUSCAT AND NAKHL
What we will see
Al-Alam Palace
Bait Al Zubair museum
The Corniche coast road
Muttrah Souk
Buffet lunch at the Al Nahda Resort
Fort
Nakhal Springs
What we will do
Leaving the port of Mina Qaboos we travel alongside the majestic Al-Alam palace, the official residence of Sultan Qaboos,
situated in the heart of historic Muscat and adorned with columns decorated in gold and blue with arches, majolica tiles and
carvings.
We then head for the Bait Al Zubair museum, built in 1914 as a private residence and inaugurated as a museum in 1998 for
the purposes of displaying and rediscovering Oman's cultural heritage.
We continue along the Corniche to visit the Muttrah souk (the old market), a blend of history and modernity surrounded by
Costa Mediterranea - United Arab Emirates, Oman
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magnificent merchants' houses dating back to the 18th century. Here we have some free time for shopping before arrive at
the Al Nahda Resort on the coast of Batinah for a buffet lunch.
In the afternoon we visit the fort and the Nakhal springs before returning to the ship.
The order of the itinerary may vary.
Please wear comfortable walking shoes.
Guests must abide by appropriate dress, modest, no revealing or see-though clothing.
Visitors should be dressed appropriately according to the culture of the country being visited.
This excursion is not recommended to guests with mobility problems.
Space is limited, so please reserve in advance.
The coach ride between Muscat and Nahkal takes about 2 hours each way.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6260

8 Hours approximately

Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 91.00

EUR 63.70

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Most wanted

Meal Included

Muscat
Hop On, Hop Off Muscat City Tour
Description
Hop on the Big Bus Muscat sightseeing tour to discover the fascinating history and traditional Arabian charm of Oman’s capital. Take
in dramatic views of the city’s surrounding mountains and gleaming Sea of Oman. Hop off to explore 16th century forts, museums
and the Sultan’s Al Alam Palace, and immerse yourself in the culture of Muscat.
The hop-on, hop-off bus enables you to get on and off the bus at a number of exciting places to explore at your leisure.
The tour is fun, safe and a relaxed way to explore the city. Above all, it guarantees some breathtaking views of Muscat.
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

000Y

2 Hours approximately

Costa Mediterranea - United Arab Emirates, Oman
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Muscat
MYSTICAL MUSCAT AND RELAXING AT A RESORT
Description
In search of Muscat’s mystical side, from the Grand Mosque to the historic centre, interesting museums and traditional and
characteristic architecture: an experience that ends with plenty of relaxation in a beautiful resort.
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

00K8

8 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 90.00

EUR 63.00

Type
Sightseeing

Water Activity

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal not included

Muscat
BEAUTIFUL MUSCAT AND ITS FRAGRANCES
Description
An evocative excursion in search of the treasures of Muscat and the Amouage, a well-known perfume factory. An evocative
excursion in search of the treasures of Muscat and the Amouage, a well-known perfume factory.
What we will see
●

Grand Mosque

●

Amouage Perfume Factory

●

Bait Adam Museum

●

La Corniche, the beautiful coast road

●

Muttrah Souk

What we will do
●

Leaving the port of Mina Qaboos, we will enter the heart of Muscat, home to the Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque, an important
religious and cultural centre whose scientific and intellectual influence radiates throughout the Muslim world. The interior is
decorated with artistic motifs reminiscent of architectural and cultural styles from around the world, from Andalusia to China.
The mosque’s exterior is decorated with holy verses, carved to an incredible depth of two centimetres to ensure their
relevance endures.

Costa Mediterranea - United Arab Emirates, Oman
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●

Our next stop is the Amouage, a luxury perfumery founded in Oman in 1983. Amouage is also the name of the first and most
prestigious perfume created by the company the following year. A luxury niche perfume brand, Amouage draws its inspiration
from the charm of the Sultanate of Oman, instilling all the richness and variety of Oman’s cultural heritage into its sensual
fragrances.

●

After visiting the Amouage, we will continue on to the Bait Adam Museum, located on the ground floor of a private house,
where we will be able to spend time talking to the owner and admiring his unique collection of*coins, paintings, photographs,

pistols* and much more. On arrival, we will be welcomed warmly and offered an Arabic coffee with delicious dates, while the
head of the family will talk to us in detail about life in Oman from antiquity to the present day, religious festivals and the month
of Ramadan.
●

Finally, we will travel along La Corniche, the city’s captivating coast road. We will eventually reach the souk (old market) in
Muttrah, a fascinating blend of ancient and modern surrounded by beautiful merchants’ houses dating back to the 18th
century. We will spend an hour shopping before retuning to the port of Mina Qaboos.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

00KA

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 60.00

EUR 42.00

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Muscat
RELAX IN THE SUN AND SHOPPING IN MUSCAT
Description
A tour in search of complete relaxation at a luxury resort, followed by an unmissable stop at the impressive Muttrah Souk.
What we will see
●

Resort visit

●

La Corniche

●

Muttrah Souk

What we will do

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

00KB

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 61.00

EUR 42.70

Type
Sightseeing

Water Activity

Good for shopping

Muscat
MYSTICAL MUSCAT
Description
An excursion to the most characteristic and traditional corners of Muscat, from souks to museums, discovering the real heart of the
city.
What we will see
●

The Grand Mosque

●

The Muttrah souk

●

The Bait Al Zubair museum

●

Al-Alam Palace

●

Exterior of the Al-Jalali Fort

What we will do
●

We leave the port of Mina Qaboos and head for the Grand Mosque.

●

We then head for the coast to visit the Muttrah souk, the old market, an fascinating blend of history and modernity under a
magnificent 18th century merchants' lodge. Here we have the opportunity to do some shopping.

●

Our next destination is the Bait al-Zubair museum, originally built as a residence in 1914 and converted into a museum of
Omani cultural heritage in 1998.

●

We leave the museum and head for the Al-Alam Palace which we will see from outside. From here we can also admire the
Al-Mirani Fort, completed in 1587, as well as the Al-Jalali Fort. The latter, which has been completely restored and is also
home to a museum of Omani cultural heritage, is reserved to visiting heads of state and members of royal families, and it is
not open to the general public.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6011

4 Hours approximately
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Type
Cultural

Good for shopping

Disabled friendly

Muscat
GLIDING OVER THE WATERS OF OMAN ON BOARD A DHOW
Description
A cruise along the coast of Oman to delight our eyes with the majestic mountains on board a Dhow, the traditional Omani wooden
boat.
What we will see
●

Oman's spectacular coastal landscapes

●

Cruise on a Dhow

●

Dates, tea, coffee

What we will do

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

6012

3 1/2 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 70.95

EUR 49.66

Type
Eco Natural Trail

Fun

Recommended to
families

Tasting

Muscat
NIZWA AND THE FORT OF JABRIN
Description
An evocative visit to the city of Nizwa and Oman's most beautiful fort.
What we will see
●

The Nizwa area

●

Jabrin Fort

●

Lunch at the Falaj Hotel

●

Nizwa Fort
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●

Nizwa Souk

What we will do
●

We will leave the port of Mina Qaboos and after a journey of approximately two and a half hours we will arrive in Nizwa, a city
in the country's hinterland that was once its historic capital. From here we go to Jabrin Fort, probably the most beautiful and
picturesque fort in the whole of Oman. Built in 1670 under the Yoruba dynasty, a period of peace and prosperity, it is a
majestic example of defensive architecture with many interesting artefacts preserved inside, as well as everyday objects of the
time.

●

At the end of the visit we will have lunch at the Falaj Daris Hotel.

●

In the afternoon we visit the majestic Nizwa Fort. Built in 1668, in addition to being the oldest in Oman it is also the most
visited monument in the country. The e*normous round central watchtower* with a diameter of 45 metres which took 30
years to build is particularly impressive. From the top of the tower we can enjoy a magnificent view of the city, the mosque and
the mountains that surround Nizwa.

●

At the end of our visit to the fort, we head to Nizwa's souk (the old market) where we find locally crafted items such as
silverware, copperware and fabrics.

●

At the end of the excursion we return to the port of Muscat.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6013

8 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 100.00

EUR 70.00

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal Included

Muscat
THRILLING EXCURSION WITH AN ENCOUNTER WITH DOLPHINS
Description
An unforgettable adventure in the crystal clear waters of Oman to meet the dolphins.
What we will see
●

Guided Boat Excursion

●

Dolphin sighting

What we will do
Costa Mediterranea - United Arab Emirates, Oman
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●

After leaving Port Sultan Qaboos, we travel to*Marina Bander al-Rowdha,where we will spend a truly unique day with the

dolphins. The dolphin sightings will take place on **speedboats, on which **water and fruit juice* will be served during the
excursion. Although sightings are not one hundred per cent guaranteed, our experienced fishermen sail out to sea every
morning to locate the dolphins and inform us of their movements. Furthermore, they are very common in the waters around
the Omani coastline and around Al Fahal Island where they often enjoy chasing tuna. Therefore the likelihood of an encounter
is very high.
●

The itinerary may be subject to change.

●

There is limited availability of English-language guides.

●

You need to be physically fit to take part in this excursion.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems.

●

We recommend that you book early because only a limited number of places are available.

●

In the event of adverse weather conditions the tour may be cancelled.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6014

3 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 74.95

EUR 52.46

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Refreshments
included

Muscat
OFF-ROAD VEHICLE ADVENTURE TO THE WADI BANI KHALID
Description
An off-road excursion to discover the evocative Wadi Bani Khalid and the dunes of Oman's desert.
What we will see
●

●

Packed lunch at the Wadi Bani Khalid
The Omani desert known as "Wahiba Sands"

What we will do
●

We will leave the port of Mina Qaboos and we will begin our journey in an off-road vehicle to the Wadi Bani Khalid, passing
through a series of evocative mountain villages.

●

Next, the road takes us in the direction of the wadi, travelling alongside a long shallow pool of water surrounded by vegetation,
at the end of which we will arrive in another village.
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●

We will stop at another wadi where we can have our packed lunch.

●

After lunch we will return to our off-road vehicle and proceed towards Oman's great desert known as the "Wahiba Sands".
Our expert guides drivers will introduce us to the thrill of driving over sand dunes.

●

At the end of the journey through the desert we will return to the port.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6016

9 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 110.00

EUR 77.00

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Cultural

Good for shopping

Sports Lovers

Basket Lunch

Muscat
UNSPOILT OMAN: EXPLORING THE WADI AL ARBEIEEN IN A 4X4 VEHICLE
Description
An adventurous excursion to discover extraordinary landscapes, high rocky mountains and luxuriant oasis: astonishing natural
environment with places and villages that seem to have been left almost untouched by time.
What we will see
●

Mountain landscapes in a wealth of colours

●

The Wadi Al Arbeieen with its luxuriant vegetation

●

Small lakes and natural swimming pools formed by the river

●

Water bashing in the 4x4 vehicle

●

Natural pools

●

Canyon and lunar landscapes formed by volcanic rocks

●

The Wadi Dayqah

What we will do
●

We set off from Muscat in our 4x4 vehicles and head for the Wadi Al Arbeieen. After just a few kilometres, we already find
ourselves immersed in an almost lunar landscape where we are bewildered and captivated by mountains with a surreal
appearance in a wealth of colours.

●

We leave the tarmacked road and drive along an off-road trail to the Wadi Al Arbeieen, a magnificent canyon with high sides
and lush vegetation where the river has created incredibly transparent blue-green lakes and pools, begging to be
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photographed.
●

Near the Wadi we also visit a typical Omani village where the simple rhythms of daily life have not been affected by modernity:
its inhabitants are always polite and welcoming and the wonderful children approach us with their disarming smiles.

●

At the end of our visit to the village we return to our 4x4 adventure, experiencing the excitement of "water bashing" (fording
the stream), which is not difficult but great fun.

●

Next, we head for a place where those wishing to swim can do so, surrounded by a natural amphitheatre of rare beauty and
immersed in an imposing natural environment.

●

At the end of this relaxing break we travel along an off-road trail where we can admire breathtaking scenery: narrow canyons
alternate with lunar landscapes characterized by volcanic rocks with colours ranging from grey to red and from lava black to
ochre pink.

●

We then arrive at the village of Mazara, with the ancient ruins of its castle that dominate the surrounding valley.

●

We continue towards the Wadi Dayqah where a dam forms a magnificent lake completely surrounded by the mountains.

●

During the return journey we travel a few more kilometres off-road: the excitement and intense memories of the tour will stay
with us for days to come.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

Please wear comfortable walking shoes.

●

Guests must be in good physical health.

●

This excursion is not recommended to guests with mobility problems, with back or neck problems.

●

Guests must follow an appropriate dress code, modest, no revealing or see-through clothing.

●

Visitors should be dressed appropriately according to the culture of the country being visited.

●

This excursion involves a ride of about 4 hours on an asphalt track and off road onboard a safari style jeep.

●

This excursion does not feature a guide.

●

Places are limited, so please reserve early.

●

Children must be 4 years old to participate.

●

Pregnant woman can not participate.

●

The capacity of each jeep is 4 people, therefore they will be shared with other guests.

●

We cannot garantee the places on the same jeeps to families.

●

It is not possible to carry strollers inside the jeeps.

●

This tour includes a basket lunch to be consumed on the jeep.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6878

7 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 115.00

EUR 80.50

Type
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Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Most wanted

Basket Lunch

Sir Bani Yas Island
KAYAKING THROUGH THE MANGROVES
Description
We will explore the island of Sir Bani Yas from the unique perspective of a kayak, immersing ourselves in the natural beauty of the
enchanting lagoon to enjoy a unique experience from the water.
What we will see
●

Kayak excursion

●

Lagoon and mangroves

●

Sightings of aquatic fauna

What we will do
●

We will reach the starting point for our excursion where we will be given essential instructions to handle our one- or twoseater kayaks. Now we're ready to enjoy this adventure in complete safety!

●

We will kayak over placid waters, through the mangroves of a charming lagoon, each at our own pace, delighting in the
spectacular natural views that the island has to offer.

●

During the excursion, we will have the chance to see the lagoon's aquatic fauna, including a number of species of bird like
flamingoes and cormorants.

●

An instructor will accompany us on the excursion and provide information in English.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems or wheelchair users.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01K8

1 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 40.00

EUR 28.00

Sir Bani Yas Island
JEEP SAFARI THROUGH THE ISLAND'S NATURE RESERVE
Description
An exciting safari in a luxury Jeep through the Arabian Wildlife Park, an incredible unspoilt habitat where we can find a number of
endangered species and marvel at the wonders of nature.
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What we will see
●

Arabian Wildlife Park

●

Jeep safari with animal sightings

●

Stops for photos

What we will do
●

We will climb on board our luxury, air-conditioned Jeeps and set off on an incredible adventure through the Arabian Wildlife
Park, one of the biggest nature reserves in the region, occupying over half of the island.

●

Established in 1971 on the order of Emir Zayed Bin Sultan Al Nahyan to preserve endangered Arabian species, the reserve is
currently home to over 10,000 types of local species and other species, including the Arabian Oryx, the symbol of the park,
as well as gazelles, giraffes, cheetahs and hyenas.

●

Next, we will have an hour to explore this enchanting place, accompanied by an expert guide who will provide a plethora of
interesting information.

●

The tour includes some stops for photos so that we can immortalise our unforgettable meeting with the animals on camera as
they roam around freely, and capture images of the wonderful nature that forms the backdrop to the park's fragile ecosystem.

●

Finally we will return to the ship, enriched by this extraordinary experience and knowing that we have witnessed a uniquely
beautiful sight.

●

During the tour, the guide will provide information in English only.

●

This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems or wheelchair users.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

01KE

1 Hours approximately

Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 60.00

EUR 42.00

Sir Bani Yas Island
MANGROVE KAYAKING - single
Description
KAYAKING THROUGH THE MANGROVES - single
What we will see
Kayak excursion
Lagoon and mangroves
Sightings of aquatic fauna
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What we will do
We will reach the starting point for our excursion where we will be given essential instructions to handle our one- or twoseater kayaks. Now we're ready to enjoy this adventure in complete safety!
We will kayak over placid waters, through the mangroves of a charming lagoon, each at our own pace, delighting in the
spectacular natural views that the island has to offer.
During the excursion, we will have the chance to see the lagoon's aquatic fauna, including a number of species of bird like
flamingoes and cormorants.
An instructor will accompany us on the excursion and provide information in English.
This excursion is not recommended for guests with mobility problems or wheelchair users.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

01OS

1 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 45.00

EUR 31.50

Abu Dhabi
LOUVRE AND SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF ABU DHABI, HERITAGE VILLAGE
Description
Let us discover some of the most famous and interesting sights in Abu Dhabi with a pleasant tour, see a reconstruction of a typical
town before the oil discovery-driven modernisation and end the excursion with the brand new Louvre Abu Dhabi.
What we will see
●

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque

●

Corniche

●

Emirates Palace Hotel

●

Heritage Village

●

Louvre Abu Dhabi

What we will do
●

We kick off our excursion with a sightseeing tour of Abu Dhabi that allows us to appreciate the many faces of this modern
cosmopolitan city.

●

We make a first stop for photos at the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, one of the most imposing in the world and true oasis of
peace characterised by eclectic mix of typical architectural elements from various regions in the Islamic world.

●

We continue along Corniche, the enchanting coastal road separating the tall skyscrapers from the white beaches, and stop at
the Emirates Palace Hotel to snap a few photos of this true icon of luxury - the perfect combination of Arab splendour and the
latest technologies.
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We then reach the Heritage Village, which houses a small museum and reconstructed homes illustrating the day-to-day

●

activities of the local community before oil was discovered at the end of the 1950s.
The last stop on our tour is Louvre Abu Dhabi, designed and built as a museum-city and a true masterpiece of contemporary

●

architecture where we can admire artwork from all over the world.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

Level

024F

4 Hours approximately

Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 75.00

EUR 52.50

Type
Cultural

Abu Dhabi
SIGHTSEEING TOUR OF ABU DHABI
Description
The best of ancient and modern Abu Dhabi: discover the most interesting sights of this fascinating city where state-of-the-art and
futuristic architecture coexists with buildings from days gone by.
What we will see

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

024I

3 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 35.00

EUR 24.50

Type
Sightseeing

Abu Dhabi
ABU DHABI: THE CAPITAL OF THE ARAB EMIRATES AMIDST TRADITION AND
MODERNITY
Description
A lively, cosmopolitan city, ultramodern streets and skyscrapers, yet with a strong tradition: an excursion to discover the multiCosta Mediterranea - United Arab Emirates, Oman
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faceted capital of the Arab Emirates.
What we will see
●

Al Ittihad Square

●

Presidential Palace (external)

●

Skyline

●

Heritage Village

●

Corniche

●

Marina Mall

●

Emirates Palace Drive around

●

Sheikh Zayed Exhibition

What we will do
●

Leaving the dock behind us, we begin our tour of Abu Dhabi, a city situated on a small peninsula, surrounded by a tiny
archipelago. Founded in 1761 by the Bani Yas tribe, the name of the city, which means “father of the gazelle”, was chosen as
a tribute to the legend, according to which it was a gazelle to lead the first tribe to a fresh water spring in Abu Dhabi.

●

Our first photo stop will be in Al Ittihad Square, whose name means "union" in Arabic, to immortalise the spectacular, white
ivory monuments, including a large coffee-pot and an incense burner symbolising renowned Arabic hospitality and its
centuries-old tradition.

●

Next we will visit Sheikh Zayed Exhibition, a museum housed in an Emirati heritage village replete with camels, in an incredible
homage to the man who shaped the nation. A photo gallery of Sheikh Zayed and many visiting regional and international
royalty and dignitaries lines the walls of the museum, which is also full of personal memorabilia such as his favourite hunting
rifles. Taking centre stage are the late President's cherished vehicles - which he often drove through the city without a
bodyguard - and gifts he received from all over the world such as stuffed lions and cheetahs. We will continue with a stop at
the Marina Café, where there will be time for another photo stop to immortalise the spectacular skyline of Abu Dhabi.

●

We then come to the Heritage Village, which houses a small museum and reconstructed homes which illustrate the day-today activities of the local community, before oil was discovered at the end of the 50s.

●

Now it’s time for the spectacular*Corniche*, the splendid waterfront that extends for several kilometres, lined by numerous
ultramodern, glass skyscrapers and elegant residential complexes, which have earned Abu Dhabi the title of “Manhattan of the
Persian Gulf".

●

We end our tour at the breakwater, from where we can admire the superb panorama of the extraordinary city skyline.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

INFORMATIONS
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Code

Duration

Level

6191

4 Hours approximately

Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 60.00

EUR 42.00

Type
Cultural

Disabled friendly

Most wanted

Abu Dhabi
IN A 4X4 AMIDST THE DESERT DUNES
Description
High, golden, constantly changing dunes: the breathtaking show of Nature in the desert.
What we will see
●

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque

●

Al Khatem Desert

●

The highest dunes in the world

●

Barbecue Arab-style

What we will do
●

We leave Abu Dhabi in our 4x4 and make our way first towards the majestic*Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque*, where we have a
photo stop for snapshots to immortalise the largest mosque in the Arab Emirates and the eighth largest in the world, able to
accommodate up to 40,000 people.

●

Back in our jeep, we leave behind the modern streets of Abu Dhabi to venture into the Al Khatem desert. We stop briefly
when we come to the desert to deflate the tyres and adjust the car stability to our route.

●

Once in the desert, we will be climbing the the highest dunes in the world, which rise majestically to a height of 300 metres.
These mountains of constantly moving sand are a sight that will literally take your breath away.

●

On our rollercoaster journey in the sea of sand of Al Khatem, we will be making a few photo stops to fully appreciate the
landscape and take some unforgettable photos of these constantly changing mountains of sand.

●

The delicious Arab-style barbecue at a desert camp is an unmissable experience.

●

Places are limited, so please reserve in advance.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

Guests must be in good physical health, this excursion is not recommended to guests with mobility problems.

●

Please wear comfortable walking shoes (for the desert) and casual clothing.

●

This tour does not feature a guide.
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●

Children must be 4 years old to participate. Pregnant women can not participate.

●

The capacity of each jeep is 6 people, therefore they will be shared with other guests.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

In order to take pictures in front of the Mosque guests are not allowed to wear shorts, beachwear or sleeveless outfits as you
are to be fully covered.
Ladies are also kindly required to cover their head with scarf. Men have to wear long trousers. Fully covered means legs and

●

arms and also to cover your head.
The use of the swimming pool at the village is not included in the tour price. Guests who would like to use the pool, if possible,

●

will be pay directly on site.
●

We cannot garantee the same places on the same jeeps for families.

●

It is not possible to carry strollers inside the jeeps.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6193

6 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 120.00

EUR 84.00

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Meal Included

Abu Dhabi
THE BEST OF ABU DHABI AND A LUNCH FIT FOR A SHEIKH AT THE EMIRATES
PALACE
Description
Majestic monuments, towering skyscrapers, museums of historic interest and the exclusive Emirates Palace, where a sumptuous
lunch awaits us: Abu Dhabi is a city of a thousand interests, with outstanding architecture and a spectacular skyline.
What we will see
●

Al Ittihad Square

●

Corniche

●

Skyline

●

Heritage village

●

Zayed Cultural Centre

●

Lunch at the exclusive Emirates Palace Hotel

●

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque
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●

The islands of Yas and Saadiyat

What we will do
●

Once we’ve left the port, our tour of the cosmopolitan capital of the Arab Emirates begins with a photo stop in Al Ittihad
Square, whose name means “union” in Arabic: you cannot miss taking a photo of the coffee-pot and incense burner, both
made of white ivory.

●

Now it’s time for the spectacular*Corniche*, the splendid waterfront that extends for several kilometres, lined with numerous
ultramodern, glass skyscrapers and elegant residential complexes, which have earned Abu Dhabi the title of “Manhattan of the
Persian Gulf".

●

We then come to the Heritage Village, which houses a small museum and reconstructed homes which illustrate the day-today activities of the local community, before oil was discovered at the end of the 50s.

●

A visit to the "Zayed Cultural Centre" awaits us to take a look at the life of the founder sultan of the United Arab Emirates, a
man close to his people, who contributed immensely to his nation and to the entire world, known for his fair decisions,
generosity and willingness to help the most needed.

●

You will be able to visit two additional galleries at the centre, showing the first few days following ADCO’s discovery of oil way
back in 1958, and another section dedicated to the Abu Dhabi Police Corps, from its beginnings to the present day.

●

The next stage in our tour is the*Emirates Palace Hotel*, which emanates the charm of Abu Dhabi and where a delicious lunch
will be waiting for us.

●

We set off next for the majestic*Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, the largest mosque in the Arab Emirates. This will be followed

by a panoramic trip, over the **bridges linking Abu Dhabi to the mainland*, towards Yas Island, famous for its Formula 1 circuit
and for the Ferrari World Park, and then on towards Saadiyat Island, where prestigious museums such as the Guggenheim,
the Louvre Abu Dhabi and others will soon be opening their doors.
●

Once our panoramic tour is over we will head back to the port.

●

Places are limited, so please reserve in advance.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

At the Emirates Palace dress code smart is compulsory, casual clothing (a shirt with collar is recommended, and no sports
shoes, t-shirts or jeans), and closed shoes (ladies can wear open shoes).

●

●

Guests must follow an appropriate dress code, modest, no revealing or see-through clothing.
Visitors should be dressed appropriately according to the culture of the country being visited, entry to the Mosque is not
permitted if the dress code is not respected.

●

Regulations forsees that ladies visiting the Mosque should have their heads covered by a scarf or a pashmina and to be
wearing clothing with long sleeves covering until their wrists and a long dress until their ankles.

●

Please avoid wearing shorts or sun dresses without sleeves and tight fitted clothing.

●

Men entering the Mosque need to be wearing long trousers and shirts with short or long sleeves. Please avoid to wear shirts
without sleeves or vest type tops. It is necessary to remove shoes to enter the Mosque.

●

Visible tattoos must be covered.
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●

Guests must follow this regulation in order to be able to enter the Mosque.

●

Guests are not allowed to take a photo of the tomb of Sheikh Zayed.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6197

7 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 175.00

EUR 122.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal Included

Abu Dhabi
PREMIUM - THE GRAND MOSQUE AND DINNER FIT FOR A SH
Description
The tour Best of Abu Dhabi' is the ideal way to get to know and to see more of this wonderful Capital of UAE. We start with a photo
stop of the Square of the Union with a great monument in white which reminds us of Arabian Heritage & Hospitality, such as a great
pot for Coffee or the Frankincense Burner amongst others. After a drive over the Corniche you will reach the water-brake and stop
for a view of the impressive city skyline, often called in the past Manhattan of Arabia. A visit of the Heritage Village of Abu Dhabi will
remind you of past Abu Dhabi and how life used to be simple and very humble until the discovery of oil at the end of 1950's. After
that you will visit the Zayed Exhibition". This Exhibition will provide you with a glimpse into the life of the founder of UAE Sheikh Zayed
bin Sultan, with his simplicity and his desire to be close to his people. It showcases the huge contribution that the late Sheikh offered
to his nation & to the world alike. He was known for being just, generous & always there for the sake of the poor around the world.
In addition, the two supplement galleries showcase the first days of finding oil in Abu Dhabi in 1958 by the company ADCO and
there is also another section dedicated to the education of Abu Dhabi police from the early days of its founding until recent days. We
will visit the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, known as the white mosque and classed as one of the largest in the world. From there we
have a panoramic drive over the bridges that connect Abu Dhabi with the main land towards Yas Island known for the F1 Circuit and
Ferrari World, Abu Dhabi before continuing to Saadiyat Island, where the future projects of Guggenheim and Louvre and other great
museums will be constructed in the coming decade. The Emirates Palace, the luxurious hotel Palace is awaiting for you to enjoy a
delicious dinner, breathe in the air of luxury in Abu Dhabi that fills every corner of this serene paradise. After this fascinating and
impressive day we will finally make our way back towards Port Zayed.
The tour ?Best of Abu Dhabi' is the ideal way to get to know and to see more of this wonderful Capital of UAE. We start with a photo
stop of the Square of the Union with a great monument in white which reminds us of Arabian Heritage & Hospitality, such as a great
pot for Coffee or the Frankincense Burner amongst others. After a drive over the Corniche you will reach the water-brake and stop
for a view of the impressive city skyline, often called in the past ?Manhattan of Arabia?. A visit of the Heritage Village of Abu Dhabi
will remind you of past Abu Dhabi and how life used to be simple and very humble until the discovery of oil at the end of 1950's.
After that you will visit the ?Zayed Exhibition". This Exhibition will provide you with a glimpse into the life of the founder of UAE
?Sheikh Zayed bin Sultan?, with his simplicity and his desire to be close to his people. It showcases the huge contribution that the
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late Sheikh offered to his nation & to the world alike. He was known for being just, generous & always there for the sake of the poor
around the world. In addition, the two supplement galleries showcase the first days of finding oil in Abu Dhabi in 1958 by the
company ADCO and there is also another section dedicated to the education of Abu Dhabi police from the early days of its founding
until recent days. Emirates Palace, the luxurious hotel Palace is awaiting for you to enjoy a delicious dinner, breathe in the air of
luxury in Abu Dhabi that fills every corner of this serene paradise. We will visit the Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, known as the white
mosque and classed as one of the largest in the world. From there we have a panoramic drive over the bridges that connect Abu
Dhabi with the main land towards Yas Island known for the F1 Circuit and Ferrari World, Abu Dhabi before continuing to Saadiyat
Island, where the future projects of Guggenheim and Louvre and other great museums will be constructed in the coming decade.
After this fascinating and impressive day we will finally make our way back towards Port Zayed.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6570

7 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 175.00

EUR 122.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Meal Included

Abu Dhabi
AL MAYA: THE EXOTIC ISLAND FOR A DAY OF RELAXATION
Description
Al Maya Island is a true paradise on earth just a few minutes from Abu Dhabi, where we can relax on the exclusive beach against the
backdrop of the splendid Arabian Gulf.
What we will see
●

Al Maya Island

●

Crystal clear waters and enchanting landscapes

What we will do
●

From the port of Abu Dhabi we move to the pier where our boat is waiting to take us to Al Maya Island, one of 200 natural
islands which make up the emirate of Abu Dhabi. On our arrival, the island gives us a warm welcome to this true corner of
paradise, with a spectacular view over the Arabian Gulf.

●

The island is home to over 5,000 gazelles, an animal much loved by the city and from which the name of Abu Dhabi derives.
We can enjoy a few hours of pure relaxation on the fully equipped beach that is at our disposal, or we can take a dip in the
splendid crystal-clear waters.
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●

And if you begin to feel the odd pang of hunger, why not try one of the restaurants on the island before returning to the boat.

●

This tour does not feature a guide but a local escort.

●

Places are limited, so please reserve early.

●

Do not forget your swimming suit, sunglasses and plenty of sunscreen.

●

In the price are included one umbrella every 2 guests and 1 sun lounger per adult guest and 1 towel per adult guest.

●

Lunch is not included.

●

Aquatic sports, if available, upon payment and under responsibility of the guests.

●

We inform our guest that, according to the directions of Al Maya Island, it is forbidden to bring any kind of food on the island,
except for a bottle of water.

●

Nevertheless a payment restaurant is available on the island.Lunch is not included.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6809

7 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 75.00

EUR 52.50

Type
Eco Natural Trail

Water Activity

Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers

Refreshments
included

Abu Dhabi
FERRARI WORLD: A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE IN ABU DHABI
Description
Fun, adrenalin rushes and interesting discoveries: all this in a spectacular park dedicated entirely to the world of Ferrari.
What we will see
●

Ferrari World

●

Over 20 attractions

●

Made in Maranello

●

Galleria Ferrari

What we will do
●

We leave the port and continue to another island of the Abu Dhabi archipelago, Yas Island, home to the Ferrari World Park,
the first theme park dedicated to Ferrari and the largest of its kind. The park is a tribute to the beauty, excellence,
performance and innovative technology for which the house of the prancing horse has been famous for decades.

●

When we go through the main entrance, an intense experience awaits us that is suitable for inquisitive people of all ages. A
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wealth of attractions to choose from: try out gravitational acceleration with G-Force; admire all the models in the Galleria
Ferrari, the second largest after Maranello; see first-hand how these masterpieces of automobile engineering are built in
Made in Maranello; lastly, in the Paddock we find a realistic reconstruction of F1 pit boxes. We must not forget to taste the
Italian specialities or visit the vast shopping area to enjoy a 360° Ferrari experience.
●

The attraction Scuderia Challenge is not included in the tour.

●

Children must be at least 1.50 mt tall to use most of the attractions in the Ferrari World park.

●

This tour does not feature a guide but a local escort.

●

Queues may occurre while waiting for attractions.

●

Due to mantainance some attractions may temporarily be closed.

●

There may be some maximum height restrictions to access some attractions in the Ferrari World Park, or other restrictions
subject to the Park’s regulations.

●

We inform our guests that according to the directions of The Ferrari World Park, it is forbidden to bring any kind of food or
drink inside the park. Nevertheless payment restaurants and bars are available inside the park.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6810

5 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 95.00

EUR 66.50

Type
Fun

Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Abu Dhabi
AN UNFORGETTABLE AFTERNOON AMIDST THE DUNES AND DINNER IN THE
DESERT
Description
The magic of the desert absolutely overwhelms us during this excursion to discover ancient traditions. This excursion includes a
typical Arab-style barbecue.
What we will see
●

This tour does not feature a guide.

●

Places are limited, so please reserve early.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.
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●

Guests must be in good physical health, this excursion is not recommended to guests with mobility problems.

●

Children under 4 years and pregnant women can not participate.

●

The capacity of each jeep is 6 people, therefore they will be shared with other guests.

●

Please wear comfortable walking shoes (for the desert) and casual clothing.

●

We cannot garantee the same places on the same jeeps for families.

●

It is not possible to carry strollers inside the jeeps.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6711

6 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 125.00

EUR 87.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Fun

Recommended to
families

Sports Lovers

Meal Included

Abu Dhabi
ABU DHABI 2030: NEW HORIZONS AND AFTERNOON EXCURSION TO THE GRAND
MOSQUE
Description
Futuristic projects, great sports passions and a panoramic tour of the city: an excursion to discover the past and the future of a
continually evolving city.
What we will see
●

Saadiyat Island

●

Yas Island, Yas Marina F1 circuit (external), Ferrari World

●

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque

●

Panoramic tour of Abu Dhabi

●

Art Gallery

●

Shopping at the Marina Mall

What we will do
●

The futuristic "ABU DHABI 2030" town planning project has launched a cultural evolution, which is making huge strides each
year. Our tour sets out to discover the future projects as it travels along the great 27 km motorway crossing that links Abu
Dhabi to Saadiyat Island, the so-called island of happiness, Where the newly opened Louvre museum is located.
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●

Then we head for*Yas Island, the Island with the motor sport culture, where Abu Dhabi hosts the last and most important F1

race in the Calendar as well as world first Ferrari Themed Park “Abu Dhabi Ferrari World”. Our tour continues in the direction
of the most well-known attraction in Abu Dhabi: the **Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque*, one of the largest mosques in the world
and the largest in the Arab Emirates. Not only will we come into direct contact with the fascinating culture of Islam, we will also
be able to appreciate the new technologies and techniques used to build it. Here is located also the Tomb of the founder of
UAE “Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan”. The tour continues with the city of Abu Dhabi, driving towards another architecture icon of
hospitality like Emirates Palace, a drive around of it until reaching the impressive skyline just before we go for shopping at the
Marina mall, which is entirely build on a man made Island. After that we proceed to the Art Gallery and finally we will return to
the port Zayed.
●

Places are limited, so please reserve early.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

Guests must follow an appropriate dress code, modest, no revealing or see-through clothing.

●

Visitors should be dressed appropriately according to the culture of the country being visited, entry to the Mosque is not
permitted if the dress code is not respected. Regulations forsee that ladies visiting the Mosque should have their heads
covered by a scarf or a pashmina and to be wearing clothing with long sleeves covering until their wrists and a long dress until
their ankles. Please avoid wearing shorts or sun dresses without sleeves and tight fitted clothing. Men entering the Mosque
need to be wearing long trousers and shirts with short or long sleeves. Please avoid to wear shirts without sleeves or vest type
tops. It is necessary to remove shoes to enter the Mosque. Visible tattoos must be covered. Guests must follow this regulation
in order to be able to enter the Mosque.

●

Guests are not allowed to take a photo of the tomb of Sheikh Zayed. .

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6717

5 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 65.00

EUR 45.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Meal not included

Abu Dhabi
ABU DHABI AND FERRARI WORLD: A DAY TO ENJOY YOURSELF
Description
First a visit to the main attractions in Abu Dhabi, followed by a day of pure fun inside Ferrari World, the world’s largest theme park.
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What we will see
●

Al Ittihad Square, Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque, Hotel Emirates Palace - drive around, Marina Cafe

●

Yas Island, Ferrari World Park with attractions and exhibition areas

●

Corniche

What we will do
●

Abu Dhabi, the capital of the United Arab Emirates, is located on a small peninsula surrounded by a cluster of islands. It was
founded in 1761 and named after a breed of gazelle by a Sheikh of the Bani Yas tribe.

●

Leaving the port you will make a photo stop at Ittihad Square (Ittihad means Union). You will drive along the spectacular
Corniche and through the city of Abu Dhabi - popularly referred to as the "Manhattan of Arabia" for its profusion of
ultramodern glass skyscrapers, gleaming mosques and elegant high-rise apartments - to the edge of the breakwater for a
superb view of the city's magnificent skyline and you will pass the famous Hotel Emirates Palace after a photo stop of the
impressive skyline from the Marina Café.

●

A drive through Al Bateen, with marvelous private houses and official Palace of the Ruler Sheikh & of the Abu Dhabi Crown
Prince.

●

Reaching finally to a splendid marvel of white "the Grand Mosque of Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan" for a visit, this is one of the
world's largest Mosques. The visit will increase your knowledge about Islam & Islamic Art as it represents the latest technology
and international expertise to build it. Here is also found the Tomb of the founder of UAE “Sheikh Zayed Bin Sultan”.

●

The tour continue to Yass Island reaching Ferrari World Abu Dhabi: the world’s first Ferrari theme park and largest attraction
of its kind. The park pays tribute to the passion, excellence, performance and technical innovation that Ferrari has established
over the years and represents today. Step past the main gates into an intense multi-sensory experience celebrating Ferrari.
Fans, families and racing fanatics alike, will experience the race, the culture, the indulgence and history like no one has before.
The park will host more than 20 unique rides and attractions for visitors of all ages and interests, in addition to a wide variety
of Italian delicacies and unique shopping experiences. Attractions like G-Force awaits you. Discover the V12 - an amazing
journey into the heart of a Ferrari 12-cylinder engine, the Galleria Ferrari - the world’s largest Ferrari gallery outside
Maranello, the Made in Maranello - a unique opportunity to go behind the doors of the famous Ferrari factory in Maranello,
the Paddock - a realistic recreation of the Ferrari motor homes at European F1 races, including its transporters, support
garage and hospitality suites. Many other attractions are waiting for you at Ferrari World Abu Dhabi!. Finally you will reach the
port.

●

There may be some maximum height restrictions to access some attractions in the Ferrari World Park, or other restrictions
subject to the Park’s regulations.

●

●

Due to mantainance some attractions may temporarily be closed.
According to the directions of The Ferrari World Park, it is forbidden to bring any kind of food or drink inside the park.
Nevertheless paid restaurants and bars are available inside the park.

●

The attraction Scuderia Challenge is not included in the tour.
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●

Children must be at least 1.50 mt tall to use most of the attractions in the Ferrari World park.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper. The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

Places are limited,so please book early.

●

Regulations forsee that ladies visiting the Mosque should have their heads covered by a scarf or a pashmina and to be wearing
clothing with long sleeves covering until their wrists and a long dress until their ankles. Please avoid wearing shorts or sun
dresses without sleeves and tight fitted clothing. Men entering the Mosque need to be wearing long trousers and shirts with
short or long sleeves. Please avoid to wear shirts without sleeves or vest type tops. It is necessary to remove shoes to enter
the Mosque. Visible tattoos must be covered. Guests must follow this regulation in order to be able to enter the Mosque.

●

Guests are not allowed to take a photo of the tomb of Sheikh Zayed.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6718

8 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 110.00

EUR 77.00

Type
Fun

Recommended to
families

Most wanted

Abu Dhabi
A TASTE OF MODERN ABU DHABI: ENGLISH TEA AT THE ETIHAD TOWERS
Description
From majestic skyscrapers to luxurious shopping malls: an amazing excursion to discover and admire the ultra-modern attractions of
Abu Dhabi, without forgetting tradition with a visit to the Great White Mosque and allowing a few minutes for shopping.
What we will see
●

Hotel Jumeirah at Etihad Towers

●

Art Gallery

●

Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque

●

Al Mariah Island

●

"The Galleria” shopping mall

What we will do
●

Our excursion begins against the towering backdrop of the observation platform of the elegant Hotel Jumeirah at Etihad
Towers, where we stop for a High tea and admire the Abu Dhabi skyline and the luxurious three hundred metre-high Emirates
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Palace Hotel.
●

We continiue our tour by driving alongside the Ferrari World theme park and the Yas Marina Formula One circuit, to the
Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque and visit the interior. The largest mosque in the Arab Emirates is a true oasis of peace. It features
an eclectic mix of typical architectural elements from various regions in the Islamic world.

●

Our next stop takes us to the Island of Al Mariah with its imposing buildings, such as the new luxury "The Galleria" shopping
mall, which boasts the boutiques of the best brand names in the world. You will have free time to shop, to buy yourself a
present and find a unique souvenir to take back to friends and family. Our final stop will be the Art Gallery to admire some
nice art collections before heading back to the port.

●

Places are limited, so please reserve early.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

Guests must follow an appropriate dress code, modest, no revealing or see-through clothing.

●

Visitors should be dressed appropriately according to the culture of the country being visited, entry to the Mosque is not
permitted if the dress code is not respected.

●

Regulations forsee that ladies visiting the Mosque should have their heads covered by a scarf or a pashmina and to be wearing
clothing with long sleeves covering until their wrists and a long dress until their ankles. Please avoid wearing shorts or beach
dresses without sleeves and tight fitted clothing. Men entering the Mosque need to be wearing long trousers and shirts with
short or long sleeves. Please avoid to wear shirts without sleeves or vest type tops. It is necessary to remove shoes to enter
the Mosque. Visible tattoos must be covered. Guests must follow this regulation in order to be able to enter the Mosque.

●

Guests are not allowed to take a photo of the tomb of Sheikh Zayed.

●

Smart casual dress code is reccomended.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

6238

6 1/2 Hours approximately

Level
Easy

Adult price

Child price

EUR 105.00

EUR 73.50

Type
Sightseeing

Cultural

Good for shopping

Tasting

Abu Dhabi
ARABIAN NIGHT: DESERT SAFARI AND OVERNIGHT IN A LUXURY CAMP, SGL
ROOM
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Description
ARABIAN NIGHT: DESERT SAFARI AND OVERNIGHT IN A LUXURY CAMP, SGL ROOM
What we will see
●

Desert dunes

●

Al Khatem Desert, Arabian Nights Village

●

Buffet of typical traditional Arabian dishes, belly dancing performance, night in the desert

What we will do
●

We leave the port in our 4x4 for the immense desert of Abu Dhabi with its*sandy dunes*. We stop briefly when we come to
the desert to deflate the tyres and adjust the car stability to our route.

●

Your desert safari will be a unique experience, a rollercoaster journey in this extreme, yet incredibly fascinating landscape.

●

At the end of our jeep ride, we reach the Arabian Nights Village, a village set in the desert amidst the vast, amazing dunes of
Al Khatem, where the historic heritage of the Emirates blends perfectly with modern life.

●

Against this enchanting backdrop with a reconstruction of the ancient settlements of the indigenous peoples, we will be given
a unique experience which will leave us with some unforgettable memories.

●

To conclude this magnificent experience in a fitting way, we will be served a buffet of typical traditional Arabian dishes, during
which we will watch a performance of belly dancing, in the magical setting of a*night in the desert*.

●

The following morning we will be able to swim in the pool and eat a delightful breakfast in this dreamlike setting.

●

This tour does not feature a guide.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.

●

Space is limited, so please reserve early.

●

Guests must be in good physical health and do not have neck, back or heart problems: this excursion is not recommended for
guests with mobility problems.

●

Please wear comfortable walking shoes (for the desert) and casual clothing.

●

Do not forget your swimming costume, towel, sunglasses and plenty of sunscreen.

●

The meal is based on typical Arabic dishes.

●

The ride to the desert will be approximately 1.30 hour.

●

Children must be 4 years old to participate.

●

Pregnant women can not participate.

●

The capacity of each jeep is 6 people, therefore they will be shared with other guests.

●

We cannot garantee the same places on the same jeeps for families.

●

It is not possible to carry strollers inside the jeeps.
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INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

02K2

21 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 310.00

EUR 310.00

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Fun

Most wanted

Meal Included

Abu Dhabi
ARABIAN NIGHT: DESERT SAFARI AND OVERNIGHT IN A LUXURY CAMP, SGL
ROOM
Description
ARABIAN NIGHT: DESERT SAFARI AND OVERNIGHT IN A LUXURY CAMP, SGL ROOM
What we will see
●

Desert dunes

●

Al Khatem Desert, Arabian Nights Village

●

Buffet of typical traditional Arabian dishes, belly dancing performance, night in the desert

What we will do
●

We leave the port in our 4x4 for the immense desert of Abu Dhabi with its*sandy dunes*. We stop briefly when we come to
the desert to deflate the tyres and adjust the car stability to our route.

●

Your desert safari will be a unique experience, a rollercoaster journey in this extreme, yet incredibly fascinating landscape.

●

At the end of our jeep ride, we reach the Arabian Nights Village, a village set in the desert amidst the vast, amazing dunes of
Al Khatem, where the historic heritage of the Emirates blends perfectly with modern life.

●

Against this enchanting backdrop with a reconstruction of the ancient settlements of the indigenous peoples, we will be given
a unique experience which will leave us with some unforgettable memories.

●

To conclude this magnificent experience in a fitting way, we will be served a buffet of typical traditional Arabian dishes, during
which we will watch a performance of belly dancing, in the magical setting of a*night in the desert*.

●

The following morning we will be able to swim in the pool and eat a delightful breakfast in this dreamlike setting.

●

This tour does not feature a guide.

●

Because of the differences in temperature between the places visited and the air-conditioned vehicles and the temperature
outside, we recommend that you wear a light cotton jumper.

●

The order of the itinerary may vary.
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●

Space is limited, so please reserve early.

●

Guests must be in good physical health and do not have neck, back or heart problems: this excursion is not recommended for
guests with mobility problems.

●

Please wear comfortable walking shoes (for the desert) and casual clothing.

●

Do not forget your swimming costume, towel, sunglasses and plenty of sunscreen.

●

The meal is based on typical Arabic dishes.

●

The ride to the desert will be approximately 1.30 hour.

●

Children must be 4 years old to participate.

●

Pregnant women can not participate.

●

The capacity of each jeep is 6 people, therefore they will be shared with other guests.

●

We cannot garantee the same places on the same jeeps for families.

●

It is not possible to carry strollers inside the jeeps.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

02K3

21 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 310.00

EUR 310.00

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail

Fun

Most wanted

Meal Included

Abu Dhabi
EXPERIENCE - DESERT SAFARI BY JEEP AND CAMEL
Description
EXPERIENCE - DESERT SAFARI BY JEEP AND CAMEL
What we will see
●

Desert dunes

●

Bedouin village, oasis

●

Traditional Bedouin coffee tasting

What we will do
●

Our journey to discover the ancient Bedouin civilisation, begins with a camel ride across the sandy dunes of the desert .

●

Our exploration of the lands that have belonged to the Bedouin for centuries will completely immerse us in the very heart of
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this culture.
●

We stop at a village nestling in an oasis, where we will be able to sip authentic, traditional coffee accompanied by delicious
dates.

●

We will have time to rest before our return to the city.

●

This excursion does not include the services of a guide. A local guide will provide general information in English.

●

Comfortable shoes and clothing are recommended.

●

Due to the marked variations in temperature between the sites visited on this excursion and the air-conditioned vehicles, we
recommend you bring a light, cotton pullover.

●

You need to be physically fit to take part in this excursion.

●

Minimum age: 4.

●

Pregnant women are not allowed on this excursion.

●

Places on this excursion are limited. We recommend booking early to avoid disappointment.

INFORMATIONS
Code

Duration

0004

4 Hours approximately

Level
Moderate

Adult price

Child price

EUR 95.00

EUR 66.50

Type
Sightseeing

Eco Natural Trail
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Legenda
ICONE

DESCRIZIONE
Easy
tour with this designation involve walking over relatively lever terrain. Comfortable shoes are recommended.
Moderate
Tours with this designation can involve a considerable amount of physical activity such as walking over cobblestones or uneven surface, climbing stairs or
steep terrain, swimming in a light current, or bicycle riding. They are not recommended for guest with walking difficulties. Comfortable sturdy shoes are
recommended.
Hard
Tour with this designation involve high physical exertion for extended periods of time. The terrain may be uneven or steep. They are recommended only
for physically fit and adventurous traveller.
Sightseeing
these are primarily motor coach excursions with an emphasis on sight-seeing and very little activity.
Water Activity
Involves the opportunity to swim or the possibility of getting wet.
Fun
dedicated to a young public keen on entertainment.
Eco Natural Trail
dedicated to nature lovers.
Tasting
a light snack will be provided on this excursion.
Meal not included
during excursions free time is given to organise lunch individually.
Most wanted
Guest surveys indicate a high degree of satisfaction with these tours.
Basket Lunch
a packed meal is provided from the ship.
Good for shopping
specially dedicated to shopping lovers.
Cultural
dedicated to history, culture and local traditions lovers.
Disabled friendly
Excursions with the handicap sign are for guests with mobility difficulties however should be able to move around independently. Guests in wheelchair
out on excursion need to be accompanied by a third party as assistance by the ship will not be provided. The majority of our agencies require that the
wheelchairs be retractable because sometimes the necessary space needed for a wheelchair is not available. We kindly ask you to contact the Excursion
Office as soon as possible, upon embarkation, to ensure that we find the best possible solution and to reserve the appropriate seat in the required bus
before the departure of the excursions.For further information and for a solution that best fits your need please contact the Excursion Office.
Sports Lovers
for the adventurous, there are our most active shore excursions.
Recommended to families
includes activities that are appropriate for families travelling with children.
New
Brand -new Tour
Meal on board
back on board for lunch/dinner, your guide will be ready to continue the excursion at the end of it.
Meal Included
a meal will be provided on this excursion.
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Refreshments included
Refreshments included.
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Information Notes
PRACTICAL GUIDE TO EXCURSIONS
Booking excursions
You can book your excursions before departure at www.mycosta.it by registering and filling in the online form or, on board, by using the interactive TV
system from the comfort of your own cabin or by visiting the Excursions Totem (services only available on board selected ships), or at any stage
during your holiday by dropping off a completed Tour Order Form in the drop box located in the main hall of the ship. Excursions Office staff will be
happy to offer you advice and assistance.
Number of participants
Some excursions require a minimum number of bookings and/or a maximum number of participants. These excursions are available on a first come
first served basis, so it is advisable to book them well in advance.
Duration
The stated duration of excursions is subject to change without prior notice and can vary due to unforeseen circumstances, such as adverse weather
conditions and/or transport delays. The order of certain visits may also be changed for the abovementioned reasons. You are therefore kindly asked
to respect the times announced by the tour guides (stops for food, stops to take photographs, etc.).
Description
The descriptions of excursions are correct at time of publication of this document. In an effort to offer you the highest quality excursions program, in
some cases the descriptions may vary slightly from the excursions themselves.
Guests with limited mobility
Please contact our onboard staff the day before your cruise. They will advise you and try to obtain the necessary equipment for your on-shore
excursion.
Personalised programs
Private cars, limousines or exclusive visits can be arranged upon request on day of departure by contacting the Excursions Office.
Prices
The prices of excursions include transport available on site, which might include coach, limousine, taxi, funicular railways or boats. Meals and/or drinks
are included only when specified in the itinerary of the excursion. Costa Cruises reserves the right to change the prices and itineraries of excursions
without prior notice.
Children and kids
Children between the ages of 3 and 12 are entitled to a 30% discount for excursions on cruises in the Mediterranean and Northern Europe, 25%
for cruises in South America and Transatlantic cruises from/to South America, and 10% for cruises to the Caribbean and Transatlantic cruises from/to
the Caribbean.
There is no charge for children up to the age of 3 provided that parents carry them during transportation.
Squok Club
Children between the ages of 3 and 12 can have fun at the Squok Club while their parents enjoy their excursion. The service is free, but must be
requested in advance.
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